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FREEZING FISH AT SEA--NEW ENGLAND 

Part 1 - Preliminary Experiments!! 

By Jean C. Hartshorne· and Joseph F. Puncochar·· 

ABSTRACT 

FILLETS FROM ROUND-FROZEN THAWED FISH ARE COMPARED WITH FILLETS 
FROM ICED FISH AS TO PERCENT DRIP, SALT CONTENT, TRIMETHYLAMINE CONTENT, 
KEEPING QUALITY, AND YIELD. 

INTRODUCTION 

Freezing fish at sea as a means of preserving fr eshness throughout extend-
ed trawler voyages necessitated by the apparent scarcity of certain species of fish 
and the consequent greater effort and time required to bring in a payload has aroused 
considerable interest in the fishery industries of New England. In view of this in
terest, experimental freezing studies were initiated by tbe U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service during the latter months of 1948 aboard the Albatross III in conjunction 
with survey studies of the major fishing grounds off the New England coast. (The 
Albatross III was a research vessel of the Service's North Atlantic fishery bio
logical investigations). The development of more successful methods of fish pre
servation aboard vessels other than icing is of extreme importance in view of the 
wide variance in quality of fish brought into port and the subsequent losses result
ing from the less desirable fish. Freezing fish at sea is not entirely a new pro
cedure and is practiced in some areas with success, particularly on West Coast spe
cies such as tuna. 

Preserving fish aboard vessels by freezing for later defrosting, processing, 
and refreezing ashore is contrary to the rather widespread popular belief that once 
fish is frozen it should never be refrozen. It is believed that the ability of fish 
flesh to withstand the process of freezing, thawing, and subsequent refreezing is 
in large measure governed by the condition or freshness of the fish at the time of 
the initial freezing. 

Pottinger et al (1949) in determining the effect of refreezing on quality of 
sea trout (Cynoscion regalis) fillets concluded that imnediate freezing, with subse
quent thawing, fi\leting, and refreezing of the fillets causes no marked adverse ef
fect on quality over fillets prepared from freshly-caught iced fish. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCF,()IlHE. 

The fish used in the studies reported herein wer tak r i h(; c r' us r awls 
of the Albatross III. They included haddock (Me1ar.o ,am ,,- Pr.l f' nus) , pollock 
(Pollachius virenSJ, ocean' perch (::JebasLodes marinus), co 1 (Gad B mord~~) ar 1 hClke 
(Uroph;'{ci~-tenuis). Quantiti LS of fish caught in trIP. census, r a'ul ~ierr! m, ct mall-
er than usual commercial catches, cOIlseqlertly end. ] ot of f~Gh stu d Ie gt'i d 
only 100 to 150 pounds. All saJTl.ples of fiGh were prep1.red for ~ zing or icing 
within two hours after being brought on deck. 

Samples of fbh for freezing were "in the round ll (rot evisc.;;r ted . 
were washed in circulating sea water prior to freezir.g. Fr 87. ... r . b s ace, r
in a multi-coil still-air room capable of mair.tainin,,; -200 F. ( -29 C.) , th 
temperature rising to no higher than -100 F. (_23

0 c .) ,'Ii. th f 11 10 
were laid flat or. galvani zed iron pans spread nine inches a~r 
thirds of the freezer room for as effective use as pocsi 1e of 
The fish were allowed to freeze solid and ,Iere no r .. oved 
eight hours in the freezer. 

After freezing, the fish 'fIere stored in axes "it 00 F . (-1 0 C.) or trle re-
mainder of the voyage. Since the trips were of relative1 shor ura lor. (5 0 10 
days), glazing of the fish previous to storage ,'3S no cons' dered For 
comparison, similar species of fist. of t e same s'"e nd lot 'Ie 

These fish were eviscerated ane. washed rrevious to storage in ice . i :e1; 
small quantities of fish were caught, those fi -h stored i ice I re no su : 'pr ed 
to as much pressure in the rer,s as fish hao'Hed un:ler cerci 1 condit ' ons . 

Upon arrival at port, fish frozer in the rour.d 'Ie e tha d i 
chlorinated (5 p.p.m. residual chlorine) sea water at 50

0 
to 55

0 
F. 

for approximately tr~ee hours. Thereafter, the round ish a ice 
clled in accordance 'Nith existing cOlI'lI.ercial rractice ~or filleting 

elr ule. i § 
(100 to ') . ) 
fis . ~lere han-
d brir.iq; 3' 

The fillets were vlrapped individually in cellort e, 1 ced in five-pourrl ;ax
ed cartons and frozen in a multiplate freezer at -100 F. (-340 C . ) • . ter freez
ing, the packaged fillets were placed in master cartor.~ for stora~e at 00 F . S 
ples were withdrawn for exarr,ination at monthly intervals. 

A series of physical, chemical, and organoleptic tests Nere used to detect dif
ferences that might exist between fillets prepared from frozen-round-tt.awed a.rrl iced 
fish. 

DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURES A D RES LT 

Yield of Fillets: During the ccurse of filleting operation~, records were 
kept of the percentage yield of fillets fran the fr~zer.-rour.d-thawed fish and iced 
fish. The thawed round fish were not gutted prior to filleting . In order to place 
fillet yields on a canparable basis, 15 percent of the total round weigl.t was allow
ed as the weight of the visc e r a . This figure is generally used throughout the indus
try as the average allowance for viscera of the various r~ew England species. rtctual 
weight of viscera from several hundred pounds of fish of different species , in later 
work, ranged from 11 to 22 percent. The liver portion of the visrera ranged f r om 
1.3 to 3.1 percent of the round-fish weignt or 12 to 12 percent of the viscera 'Neight. 
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Inasmuch as the experimentally iced-dressed fish, used in this study, were 
not subjected to the same rigorous conditions of handling as commerc~ally-iced fish, 
fillet yield data for commercially-iced fish were secured from seven processing 
plants in New England for further comparison. The yield data on commercially-iced 
fish are cons idered authentic since they were furnished by reliable finns normally 
processing an aggregate total of several million pounds of fillets annually. Fil
let-yield data for frozen-round-thawed, experimentally-iced dressed, andcammercial
ly-iced dressed fish are shown in table 1. 

Table 1 - Yield of Fillets from Round-Frozen-Thawed, Experimentally-Iced, 
and Commercially-Iced Fish 

Fillet Yield 
Round- Experi- Commer-

Species and Type of Frozen- mentally cially 
Market Class Fillet Thawed1i Iced . IcedY 

Percent Percent Percent 
Pollock, large ................ skin on 48.1 - 40-44 
Pollock ....................... skin on 47.5 47.1 32-42 
Pollock, market ............... skin on, nape on 55.1 53.6 48-51 
Ocean perch (rosefish) ........ skin on 28.:Bi - 25-28 
Cod, whale .................... skinless 48.5 44.4 35-40 
Hake, IIUlrket .................. skinless 50.7 48.1 42-13.5 
~CONVERTED TO ICED-FISH BASIS ALLOWING 15 PERCENT FOR VISCERA. 
£/RANGE OF FILLET YIELDS FROM S EVEN NEW ENGLAND PLANTS. 
d!ALLOWANCE FOR VISCERA NOT MADE SINCE OCEAN PERCH ARE NOT EVISCERATED COMMERCIALLY. 

It was observed that fish fro:3en in the rouni appeared to retain the physical 
characteristics of fish in rigor mortis after thavdng; also, the experimentally
iced fish appeared somewtat finner than most conrnercially-iced fish. It is well 
known in the indus~ry that the yield of fiJlets from fi rm fish (freshly caught) is 
greater than that from fish iced for seven or eight days. 

Trimethylamine (TMA) Content of Round-Frozen-Thawed and Experimentally-Iced 
Fish: The triw.ethylamine (TMA) content of fillets fran round-frozen-thawed and 
iced-dressed fish was determined at monthly ir:tervals over a period of seven months 
of commercial cold storage (00 F.). The method outlined by Dyer (1945) was used. 
It is recognized that the trimethylamine test is primarily used to estimate the fresh
ness of fish prior to rro cessir~ into frozen fishery products or for sale as fresh
chilled fishery products. Since the frozen fish fillets prepared in this study were 
stored in conmercial cold storage, it was believed desirable to test for this com
ponent throughout the entire cold-storage period as a check on the possibility of 
the fillets defrosting during storage. 

The TXA content of packaged fillets, prepared from various species of round
frozen-thawed, experimentally iced-dressed, and ccmnercially iced-dressed fish afte r 
commercial cold storage for periods up to seven months is shown in table 2 . 

The TMA values of ro und-frozen-thawed filJ ets of all species of fish studied 
were lower than those of fillets prepared from experimentally-iced or co~ercially
iced fi 3h. In the case of haddock, all values were low and the differences not too 
signifjcant. Lol'I values for the experimentally-iced haddock may possibly be account
ed for by the difference in age of the fish (6 days) over iced fish of tLe other 
species (10 days). 

TNA values of fillets prepared from experimentally-iced fish were from two to 
five tinles greater than the values of fi llet s from round-frozen-thawed fish, depend-
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. . Th "fl' shy" odor was particularly notice? le in the fillets of lng on specles. e . d f 
hake, pollock, and ocean perch prepared from iced fish. Fillets from.roun -,rozen
thawed fish retained their fresh fish odor thrrughout the :;torag~ penod . Flllets 
prepared from round-frozen-thawed hake had TI1A values somewhat hlgher than oth rs ; 
however, the odor was that of good fresh fish. 

Table 2 - Trimethylamine (TMA) Content of ?rozen Fil]~t Pr p red from V'rjous 
Species of Round-Fro zen-Thawed z Expr>rimentolly-Ic p.d, and Corrr;erchlly-Icod Fish 

Trimethylamine in m:'. per 100 ' . of Fillflt 
Trea tment I':onths in COImlercial "~an 'Il"lI, Value 
Prior to Cold .;,torage (00 F.) for 7 'ooth:; 

Species Filleting 1 :; 3 4 5 6 7 Stor:l~e Period 
Round-frozen-thavled 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 a. ::' 0 . 2 0 . ,1 
Bled, round-frozen-

Iaddock thawed 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 .3 0 .4 0.2 0.3 0 . 4 
Experimentally iced 
for 6 days 0 .8 0.9 0 .9 0 .4 o .e 0.4 0.6 . 7 

Round-fro zen-thawed 0.5 0.4 0.8 1.4 1.4 1.3 0.8 0 . 9 
Cod Experimentally iced 

for 10 days 5.9 4.3 2.2 4.4 4.6 4 . 9 4.9 4. 5 
Round-fro ze n-thawed 1.1 2.e 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.1 - 1. 5 

Wollock Experimentally iced 
for 10 days 11. 7 5.9 7.0 9.6 5.6 6.6 - 7. 7 

Round-fro zen-thawed 2.6 6.6 4.3 2.4 2.2 ?8 3.0 3 . 4 
!Hake Experimentally iced 

for 10 days 10.0 8.7 17.2 8.8 11.2 6.9 5.6 9. 8 
Ocean Perch Round-frozen-thawed 0.3 0.3 O. ~ 0 . 0 0.1 0 . :: 
(rosefish) Commercially iced 

2 . 2 5 . 3 for 10 days 6. 8 7.0 6.9 3 .5 -- - . __ L---_ 

Free Drip: Drip measurements were made at monthly intervals on thawed samples 
of frozen fillets from round-frozen-thawed, experimentally-iced, and commercially
iced fish of the various species umer test. Fillets were thawed for a period of 
three hours at room temperature on a ~-inch mesh wire screen enclosed in an air 
tight rectangular metal container. A tighUy covered container was used in order 
to reduce drying by the wann room air. Differences in weight between the frozen 
and thawed samples were noted and. calculated as the free;noisture loss or drip . 

As will be seen from table 3, there is a tendency for the drip of fillets pre
pared from experimentally-iced and commercially-iced fish to be slightly higher o
ver a 7-month storage period than the drip of fillets prepared from fish frozen in 
the round. In later experiments it is planned to determine the amount of expressible 
or press drip present in addition to the free drip for further information on this 
point. 

It was noted after 5 to 6 months of cold storage that some of the fillet sam
ples showed signs of desiccation. This may accour.t ir. part for the variance in dri p 
values for some of the fillets under study. 

Organoleptic Tests: Throughout the storage period fillets prepared f r om the 
various species of fish under study were judged at monthly intervals for differ en
ces in appearance and taste by a quc~ified taste panel composed of members f r om t he 
laboratory and selected experts from the industry. The appearance of the thawed and 
cooked fillets was considered in temls of color, finnness, and "wetness," and taste 
was evaluated by the flavor and texture characteristics of the samples . 

In all instances throubhout the period of the test, the raw fillets from round
frozen-thawed fish were judged to be more acceptable fram the standpoint of being 
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Table 3 - Free Drip of Fro7.en Fillets Prepared from Round-Frozen-Thawed, 
ExperimAntally-Iced , and Commerciaill-Iced Fish 

Per c e n t D rip 
Treatment Honths in COIrnlercial Storage Nean Value 

on at 00 F. for 7 Months 
Species Vessel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Storar:e Period 

Round-frozen 0. 2 1.1 0.8 1.8 2,. 2 ],6 1.1 1.3 
Haddock Bled, roulld-f)"ozen 0.2 1.1 0.9 0.6 1.3 1.0 1.] 0.9 

~perimentally gutted, 
iced for 6 days 0.6 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.3 

Ocean Perch Round-frozen 0.:3 0.7 0.6 1.8 1.8 - - 1.0 
(rosefish) Corr.rnerc i ally iced 

for 10 days 0.9 1.3 1.1 2.0 3.7 - - 1.8 
Round-frozen 0.4 0.6 1.2 2.4 2.] 1.0 2.0 1.4 

Cod Experimentally gutted, 
iced for 10 days 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.5 " " t.".~ 1.9 3.1 1.8 

Round-frozen 1.3 0.9 3.5 1.7 1.1 0.8 1.6 1.5 
r:ake ~perimentally gutted, 

headed, and iced for 
10 d9.Ys 2 .1 1.8 3.4 2.2 1.8 1.4 4.0 2.4: 

rtound-frozen 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.7 1.1 1.9 - 1.5 
Pollock 3xpcrilLentally bt,r",ted, 

gilled , and iced for 
10 days 1.0 1.1 1.4 l.e. 1.5 2.1 - 1.5 

fresh; also, the cooked fillets had a "sea-salt" flavor without the undesirable 
fishy aftertaste associated with fillets from iced fish. 

5 

The firm texture of the raw fillets from fish frozen at sea in contrast to 
the sometimes mushy texture of fillets prepared fran iced fish was also considered 
a significant differer;ce. The color of the fillets from fish frozen in the rouni 
remained "bright and life-like" whereas fillets prepared from experimentally and com
merCially iced fish were dull and bleached out. Additional work on differences in 
color, taste, ani texture under carefully controlled conditions is planned in order 
to further develop the findings of this preliminary study. 

Bleeding Fish Prior to Freezing: Blood in the round fish frozen at sea had 
been considered as a possible factor in discoloring fillets after thawing. Accord
ingly, a sample lot of scrod haddock was bled prior to freezing. Fillets prepared 
from this sample appeared no different than the fillets prepared from unbled had
dock frozen in the round. Although this observation indicates that blood may not 
be a factor of importance in the coloration of fish fillets prepared fram unbled 
round frozen fish, additional experime nts are planned on the relationship of bleed
ing to storage life and palatability of fish fillets. It is probable that fishwhich 
have been iced have lost color because of the pressure and bleaching action of the 
ice when in storage aboard the vessels. 

Salt Content of Fillets: In view of the "sea-salt" flavor noted in fillets 
prepared from round-frozen-thawed fish, a series of salt determinations (table 4) 
according to A.O.A.C. methods for fish were carried out on the fillets under study. 
The salt content (chloride expressed as NaCl) of fillets prepared from fish frozen 
in the round was greater than that of filJets from experimentally-iced and commer
Cially-iced fish. Since all samples of fillets were brined in identical solutions 
for the same period of time when being prepared, it is conceivable that the lower 
salt content of iced fish is due in part to the leaching out of the salt in the 
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flesh by melting ice. Ther is 
zen in the round absorbe 
content was not consider 

Species of Tr ntment of fish 
Fish on vessel 

Round-froz.en 
Haddock bled, rourJ-fro. 

Experirne tally 
il1ld iced for 6 

ROUI I-frozer. 
Comrnerc lly ic 

and iced or 1 
Round-frozen 

Cod ~ rime ally 
and iced for 1 

Round-frozen 
Hake .l!.xper .iJner lly 

and iCE'd f 1 

Pollock 

n 

Effect of Prolonged Co un r .... 
Filleting, a~~Refreezing: I i 
age 0° F. (:rso C.) for prolong d 
suIt in toughening of the flesh 

d, 
VB • 

s. 

In view of this it was felt th t ons d 
frozen in the round coul e s f ly 11 C 

to defrosting ar filleting, befor adverse 
zen fillet on further storage. Acco i gly, 
were frozen in the round at sea, glaze , 
thawil1(j, fil.leting, and refreezing. Fill ts 
were packaged as described e rlier an 
dock and ocean perch ice for 10 days af 
mercial cold storage. 

The 'INA content and free drip of the samples und 
It will be noted that the Tr~ values fo ha dock fill 
fish stored for 10 days and 10 eks are ex remely 10 
is also true for fillets prepared fr~ experimentally-i 
six days. Likewise the 'Jl1A content of ocean perch fill 
for similar periods prior to thawing, filleting, an::!. re "ezi 
the flavor characteristics of the fillets under test were no 

The free drip of fillets prepared from ten-weeks old r 
increased significantly over that fran fillets pre e fr 
For this reason, at least , fish frozen in the round should 
periods in cold storage prior to thawing an::!. filleting. 

o. 2 

.5 

o. 

ish 

The limited data indicate that prolonged storage of rOund-frozen fish has an 
effect on the physical characteristics of the refrozen fillets, an carrnerc':'al cold 
storage of the round fish should, therefore, be limited to a period no exceeding 
ten weeks prior to thawing and filleting. 
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CONCLUSION 

These studies in general indicate that frozen fillets prepared from round
frozen-thawed fish are as good as or better in quality than fillets prepared from 
experimentally-iced and, in the case of ocean perch, commercially-iced fish. Larg
er-scale experiments to test commercial application of freezing round fis h at sea 
are planned. 

Table 5 - Trimethylamine Content and Free Drip of Stored Frozen Fillets Prepared 
From Round-Frozen-Thawed Fish after Ten Days and Ten Weeks 

Commercial Cold Storae-e as Comnared to Fillets from :ced Fish 
1MA mg.flOO g. Drip (Percent) 

Months in Storage Honths in Storage 
at 00 F. at ao F. 

Species Treatment 1 4 5 1 4 5 
Round-frozen, stored 10 days, 
defrosted, filleted ••••••••• 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.2 1.8 2.2 

Haddock Round-fro zen, stored 10 weeks, 
defrosted, filleted ••••••••• 0.3 0.2 0.1 2.3 5.2 4.1 

Experimentally iced, 6 days, 
filleted ••••••••.••••..••.•• 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.6 1.4 1.8 

Round-froze n, stored 10 days, 
defrosted, filleted ••••••••• 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.8 1.8 

pcean Perch Round-froze n, stored 10 weeks, 
(Rosefish) defrosted, filleted ••••••••• 0.1 0.1 0.2 2.3 3.6 3.3 

Corr®ercially iced, 10 days, 
fillet ed ..... . .............. 6.8 3.5 2.2 0.9 2.0 3.7 
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